**Genuine Coroplast® Packaging is Simply a Better Way to Ship**

Coroplast® corrugated plastic sheet builds your business with innovative packaging solutions. Reusable, returnable and 100% recyclable, Coroplast® packaging performs better and longer than waxed corrugated paper — and can drive cost efficiencies for your operation.

**Auto-Lock Bottom Boxes**
- Can be reused 50+ times
- Easy set-up and knock-down
- No gloves or sleeves required
- Printable and 100% recyclable

**Replace your corrugated shippers with Coroplast® and watch your savings stack up!**

---

**There’s Only One Coroplast® Corrugated Plastic Sheet**

Insist on genuine, North American-made Coroplast® packaging for superior products backed by our unmatched technical support and in-house design, manufacturing and printing services.

- Returnable, reusable, 100% recyclable!
- Boxes, totes, returnable containers and dunnage
- Single- and multi-use applications

---
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Reusable Packaging Builds Your Bottom Line

In closed distribution loops, nothing beats the cost effectiveness of Coroplast®. With long-lasting Coroplast® packaging, you can easily realize 10 or more shipping cycles, allowing you to drive down distribution costs. Because crush-resistant Coroplast® outperforms paper, you can minimize damage claims, too.

Hard-Working Dunnage Solutions

Protect your products from damage in transit with dunnage made of Coroplast®. Ideal for electronic components, chrome and glass parts and painted finishes, durable Coroplast® packaging can prevent abrasion, neutralize electrostatic discharge, inhibit moisture and offer flame-resistance.

Laminations Protect Parts and Components

Your parts and components are too valuable to risk during shipping. That’s why Coroplast® offers superior selection and quality in laminations that cushion your products so they stay safe, secure and separated in transit.

- Spunbond
- Foam
- Evolon®
- Tyvek®
- Brushed Fabric